
237. Pisupo Lua Afe (Corned Beef 2000) 

Michel Tuffery. 1994 C.E. Mixed media 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKDXsrEq_mQ 

 Article at Khan Academy 

  He could draw before speaking . . . he now aims artworks like Pisupo Lua Afe primarily at children, hoping to engage 

their curiosity and inspire them to care for both their own health and that of the environment 

 one of New Zealand’s best-known artists of Pacific descent, with links to Samoa, Rarotonga and Tahiti. He majored in 

printmaking at Dunedin’s School of Fine Arts 

 Pisupo is the Samoan language version of "pea soup," which was the first canned food introduced into the Pacific 

Islands. Pisupo is now a generic term used to describe the many types of canned food that are eaten in the Islands—

including corned beef 
o Not only is corned beef a favorite food source in the Islands, it has also become a ubiquitous part of the 

ceremonial gift economy. At weddings and birthdays, and other important life events both in the Islands and in 

Islander communities in New Zealand, gifts of treasured textiles like fine mats and decorated barkcloths are 

made alongside food items and cash money. But unlike the Island feast foods gifted at these events—such as 

pigs and large quantities of root vegetables—canned corned beef is a processed food high in saturated fat, salt 

and cholesterol (a type of fat that clogs arteries). These are all things that contribute to disproportionately high 

incidences of diabetes and heart disease in Pacific Island populations as diets formerly high in locally grown 

fruits and vegetables, seafood, coconut milk and flesh, give way to cheap, imported foodstuffs 

 made from hundreds of flattened corned beef tins, riveted together to form a series of life-sized bulls 
o What use is there for thousands of empty tin cans? And what use are foods that cause ill health, damage the 

environment, and take up large swathes of land formerly used to grow healthier, indigenous foods? Especially 

when the Pacific Island nations under Tuffery’s scrutiny are recipients of some of the worst products of such 

agricultural farming: fatty lamb flaps and turkey tails, and tinned corned beef. 

 critiques serious issues of ecological health and food sovereignty. Tuffery is interested in the introduction of cattle to 

New Zealand and the Pacific Islands and how they impact negatively on the plants, landscapes and waterways of these 

countries, as well as how industrialized approaches to farming disrupt traditional food production 
o Tuffery has produced many artworks that address challenges to food sovereignty and the continued 

exploitation of Pacific Island resources 

 Experienced (context) - Tuffery has also brought his "tinned beef" bulls to smoky life in various performative 

installations throughout the world, by installing fireworks inside their heads to give them the appearance of breathing 

fire. Mounted on castors with their necks articulated so their heads can be turned, he has staged bullfights with his fire 

breathing monsters, accompanied by drummers and groups of human performers issuing fierce challenges. But these 

performances have not been restricted to the sanctuary of the white walled gallery—these were performed outdoors, on 

city streets, to reach a community that might not otherwise come into the gallery to encounter his work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKDXsrEq_mQ


 


